
Dear KGES member 

Kempton Steam Museum Business Plan 2021-2026 

For almost a year, and at the request of my fellow Trustees, I have been working with a small team of 
volunteers to develop a Business Plan for the Museum. 

It was presented to the Board meeting on 17th September, and there was agreement that it should be 
shared with all KGES members for scrutiny and comment. 

There are some significant items of capital expenditure included in the plan, and it is right to ask where the 
money would come from. 

Prior to including these items, we discussed both the Boiler House proposal and the idea for a passenger lift 
with senior personnel at Thames Water, and there was an agreement that funding could be available to 
cover some costs for the lift, and there would be full support in approaching Historic England and The 
National Lottery Heritage Fund to develop and secure funding for the Boiler House project. 

The biggest obstacle to us in applying for any funding from the large number of providers out there, is that 
we do not have Museum Accreditation – that is why we must agree on a Business Plan for at least the next 
five years. 

We have been told by The Museum of London – the body that supports museum development in the 
capital – that we cannot even gain “Working towards” status unless we offer proof that we have a clear 
plan for the next 5 years. 

“Working towards” status would unlock funds to help us achieve full Accreditation – and to complete many 
of the other elements within the business plan beyond the capital projects. 

We should not forget that we have a healthy bank balance that should be used to deliver essential projects 
e.g. refurbishment of toilets, before we re-open to the public. 

As a plan without an implementation strategy is worthless, I have offered this approach as a practical way 
forward: 

• Key stakeholders – KGES and HKWR initially – provided with the plan; call for comments. 
o Meet with KGES members to develop sets of manageable projects 
o Create project specific SMART objectives – to include timescales and review dates – 

working with key partners 
Once complete and documented: 

o Initiate boiler house planning with Thames Water 
o Present full plan to the Museum Development team at The Museum of London to formally 

request “Working towards” status. 
 

I’m sure that there will be comments or questions about the plan; please share your thoughts! 

I believe that collectively we can deliver on this Business Plan; it is challenging – but so was the idea of 
getting No.6 into steam once upon a time! 

David Lawrie 

Trustee 

David.lawrie2@btopenworld.com 
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This document describes a business plan for 2021 – 2026. 

 

 

It was developed after analysis of a range of visitor surveys conducted by Red Kite Consulting, 

individual volunteer observations and suggestions, and a large scale exercise to seek the views of the 

active volunteers. 

 
The author would like to thank Martin Wicks, Richard Abbott, Stephen Fielding and Nicholas 

Reynolds for their invaluable contributions during the development of the plan. 
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Executive Summary:  

 

The Museum is at a critical point in its evolution; with ever increasing visitor numbers  

and a range of new and developing exhibits planned to attract a wider and more diverse audience, 

there is no space left within the confines of the engine house. 

 

Without a substantial increase in floor space it is impossible to achieve the vision of becoming a 

“must visit” industrial heritage site. 

 

We believe that the best possible solution is to acquire the old boiler house, which is adjacent to 

the engine house. 

Acquisition of this space would reconnect an integral part of building which once housed the steam 

raising plant that powered the mighty steam engines preserved by the trust and would provide visitors 

with a proper understanding of how the site operated. 

The boiler house would provide invaluable space for further exhibits, archive storage, education spaces, 

meeting rooms, restaurant, toilets and improve accessibility. 

 

The plan is ambitious, bold and imaginative in scope, and builds on the outstanding achievements of the 

last 25 years in restoring one of the great engines to working order. 

 

It will be used to: 

• promote our proposals for expansion into the old boiler house, demonstrating our 

commitment to telling the “Kempton story” of supplying clean fresh water to a seventh of 

all Londoners 

• support our application for Museum Accreditation; it is important that we engage widely 

with the Heritage sector to benefit from the wealth of experience and knowledge available, 

and to strengthen our case for future funding. 

 

1. Kempton Great Engines Trust – overview 
 

Vision 

To be the “must visit” international destination celebrating Britain’s industrial heritage and 

highlighting the importance of conserving and sustaining clean water supplies now and for the 

future. 

 

Mission 

• To tell the story of the Kempton Park site and its vital role in providing clean, safe water to 

large areas of London continuously for over 100 years, and 

• To provide a unique opportunity to view working examples of the pinnacle of traditional 

steam engine development and the transition to turbine technology 

 

Values 

We are: 

• Inclusive – we encourage all in our communities to share the space and enjoy our culture 

of tolerance and respect. 
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• Knowledgeable – about our building, its contents and the stories surrounding it, and we 

enjoy sharing our passion with our audiences. 

• Welcoming – to everyone – our enthusiasts, our families who enjoy a day out at our 

steaming weekends and special events, members of the local communities, and to our 

volunteers, without whom we could not survive. 

 
Core purpose 

• To restore, preserve and maintain a unique set of steam powered pumping engines and 

associated equipment in the original setting, allowing visitors to enter a time capsule of 

1920’s engineering operation. 

• To provide a suitable and spacious environment where everyone can understand the 

changes in water supply to London that enabled it to develop as the world’s greatest city 

through safeguarding its growing population and the demand for clean water 

 

Strategic aims 

• To expand all aspects of the museum by acquiring the boiler house adjacent to the present 

building; this will allow us to be more creative in how we engage people with our 

collections and exhibits, both personally and digitally. 

◦ The space will also provide an education/meeting room, a research & archive room, 

refreshment area, toilets, a volunteer area, improved storage facilities and a lift to give 

all visitors greater access to the museum 

• To expand the museum experience to meet existing, changing and growing needs of our 

visitors 

• To develop a set of new interpretation plans to cover: 

◦ The rich and awe-inspiring history of British steam technology 

◦ Powering the engines: coal delivery by rail and mechanical handling to the boilers 

◦ The site story and its context within the history of London and beyond 

• To promote Kempton’s sense of place and to improve the well-being of our volunteers and 

the local community 

• To raise awareness of the impact of climate change on precious water resources, and of how 

to preserve them in the future 

      
   Organisation 

• Kempton is a small museum with a unique set of steam pumping engines in their original 

setting inside a magnificent grade 2* 1920’s building and Scheduled Monument. 

• The Engine House contains the largest steam driven fully operational Triple expansion 

engine in the world, which used to pump 19m gallons of water per day to reservoirs in 

North and East London for over 50 years 

• Its twin is undergoing restoration and offers unrivalled access to all levels of its 62 ft. workings 

• The collection includes 2 steam turbine driven sets of centrifugal pumps and a rare example 

of a pair of working mercury arc rectifiers, still used to convert AC to DC to power the 
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pre-National Grid Electricity systems in the museum 

• The Museum is set within a wider site operated by Thames Water, still delivering vital 

supplies of clean water to 1 in 7 Londoners 

• A 2ft gauge heritage railway that once delivered coal from the wharf at Hampton Water 

Works is at an advanced state of planning for the line to be reinstated to Hampton. 

• Once completed it will offer visitors views of a site of special scientific interest (SSSI) and 

a protected wildfowl habitat. 
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2. Current and future internal and external analysis 

Success in achieving our goals will be affected by a range of factors that have been identified 

over the past year, through extensive consultation with volunteers and members of the public, 
using external consultants “Red Kite”. 

 

2.1  Strengths 

 

• A major strength is our dedicated, knowledgeable, and enthusiastic team of volunteers. 

• We have an awe-inspiring site, comprising an imposing Engine House – “a cathedral of steam” – 

its two massive triple expansion engines, and a “time capsule” of early C20 British engineering 

largely unchanged since the 1930’s. 

• Outside, there is good open space for external displays and events. 

• The entire site is protected as a Heritage site through its Scheduled Monument status. 

• The largest engine of its kind still steaming, anywhere in the world, is a unique asset, and the 

possibilities for telling the social, economic and technological stories associated with the supply 

of clean water to London are a real strength. 

• Visitors like the unique setting of  the  Museum,  with  its  opportunities  to  see  the  steam  

engine working “close up”, and the enthralling sights, sounds, smells and warmth of working 

engines, oily areas, noise, and steam in an original working environment. 

• We offer a special and much sought after film location, which provides a regular and substantial 

additional source of income. 

• We enjoy a close relationship with our on-site narrow-gauge railway partners. 

• We have a good working relationship with our landlord – Thames Water. 

• Kempton is well located, being close to the M25 & M3 and heavily populated areas of 

West London, Surrey, Berkshire, and Hampshire. 

• We have a unique offering, with huge potential to expand our existing visitor base and share our story 

with new audiences. 

 

2.2  Weaknesses 

 

• Space inside the building is critically limited, not helped by clutter and unrelated items “scattered 

around”; visitors noted that “everything seemed a bit disorganised”.  

• This reduces the spaces available for displays and visitor interactions and makes it difficult for us 

to “tell the whole story” so that visitors can “focus on the whole picture and not just the engines”.  

• The displays are dated, tired and in many cases, too technical and not well captioned; their location 

is often random and confusing due to lack of sufficient space. 

• Access to the driving floor for less able visitors is severely limited. 

• Cramped conditions limit the offering in the refreshment area, and retail offerings are limited and 

difficult to manage alongside entrance foyer requirements. 

• A shortage of volunteers with the “softer skills” required for effective museum operation and 

development. There is also a lack of younger generation volunteers. We have no links with schools, 

nor do we have a learning co-ordinator to develop STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, 
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Arts, Mathematics) activities within the Museum. 

• Externally, there are limited toilet facilities – especially for males – and access to the engine house 

for less mobile visitors is currently unavailable.  

• Access to the museum for visitors using public transport is difficult and inconvenient. 

• There are issues concerning the parking area, highlighted recently with popular events at both 

Museum and railway, in terms of sufficient spaces, including for disabled visitors, the management 

of parking on site, and safe flows of visitors under the A316 – described as “dangerous with stuff 

and not clear where to go” by at least one visitor. 

• Frequent observation is that “we never know when you are open” and a desire for more regular 

openings. There is also confusion about entrance charges to both attractions, with railway visitors 

reluctant to pay extra to enter the museum. This causes confusion for visitors and creates an 

anomaly, as these visitors enter without charge whereas weekday visitors are charged £6. 

 

2.3  Threats 

 

• Any organisation is subject to external threats. Our ability to operate the museum effectively, or 

using the present model, may be affected by the operational and/or security arrangements imposed 

by Thames Water and/or DEFRA. 

• An economic downturn could lead to reduced income due to fewer visitors, less location hires and 

more stringent controls on funding streams (NLHF etc). 

• Competition from other attractions locally, e.g. London Museum of Water and Steam, Brooklands, 

Science Museum may affect visitor numbers. 

 

 2.4 Opportunities 

 

• The next few years present exciting opportunities for Kempton, not least as visitor numbers grow 

at the railway, providing us with the potential of encouraging a new and “captive audience” to 

experience the Museum.  

• Our visitor numbers continue to grow as we move from print based to digital advertising, and the 

Heritage sector nationally reported a 44% increase in visitor numbers in 2019 as more people 

choose to staycation. This trend is likely to continue, certainly in the shorter term. 

• We are liaising with local community organisations to promote Kempton as a venue for wider 

audiences, including Feltham Arts, Arts Richmond and Hounslow Music Centre. We have recent 

positive experiences with “Brazen Roar” and the “90th Celebration”, and we will host an Arts 

Richmond competition for 100 artists at some time in the near future.  

• Such events offer ways of broadening participation and raising awareness of the Museum beyond 

the enthusiast community. 

 
• London Borough of Hounslow has committed to applying to be a London Borough of Culture; 

having narrowly missed out on the 2021 bid, the authority will renew its efforts for 2024. We   have 

been involved with the Cultural  Providers  lead  group  throughout  the  bidding  process  and  will  

continue to support the borough and its focus on making Hounslow a place where  people  feel  

proud to live and work.  

• Kempton Steam Museum has a vital role to play, as the only heritage venue in the west of the 

borough and the centre for industrial heritage, celebrating the best of U.K technological and 
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scientific advances over the past two centuries. 

 

• Feltham, our nearest town, which has a fast and frequent rail connection to central London, is 

currently the subject of a major  rejuvenation,  transforming  a  19th  Century  commuter  town  

into  a  large  dormitory  hub  in  the  west  of  the  borough,  with  a   planned   expansion   of 

some 3,500 new households.  

• Together with the many people who already live locally and do not currently engage with the 

Museum, this development will change the local demographics and presents the potential for a 

large new audience to visit us. 

 

• Thames Water recognises our need to expand our offering to attract new audiences and has entered 

negotiations to transform the old boiler house to improve access arrangements and to range of facilities 

offering a better experience for everyone. (See Appendix A)  

 

 

2.5. Visitors, stake holders and partners 

 

Our visitors are a mix of enthusiasts, who travel from all over the world to experience the Triple in 

steam, locals who visit regularly, and those who enjoy the variety of attractions within an hour’s drive 

of Kempton.  

• Families enjoy the railway, but don’t always visit the museum. 

• Our surveys indicate that most of our visitors come from TW area postcodes, so the expansion of 

L.B. of Hounslow provides an opportunity to attract more people from this diverse and growing 

local population. 

• We attract adult enthusiasts – individuals, small or larger organised parties - from far and wide. 

• We provide the technical detail they want through the expertise and knowledge that our volunteers 

enthusiastically share, including guided tours of our non-steaming No.7 engine. 

• The “casual” visitors – “we‘ve driven past this place for so many years but never been here 

before” – and families with young children have less to occupy their attention and the critical lack 

of space to extend the range of interpretations reduces our appeal to this audience. 

• Lack of space also reduces their dwell time and their potential spend in the refreshment area is 

likely to be limited. 

 

Volunteers and members of Kempton Great Engines Society (KGES) are key stakeholders, with 

many contributing to the success of the museum since the mid 1990’s. 

• The work of the KGES has been recognised through The Queen’s Award for Voluntary Service. 

• We have no paid staff, so our volunteers – present and future – are vital to the future growth of 

Kempton. 

 

Thames Water is a vital stake holder  

 

• It is in their interest that a unique asset in their heritage portfolio is well cared for and at the same 

time it provides opportunities for them to promote their community engagement programmes.  

 

• Early indications are that they are fully supportive of our ambition to extend into the old boiler 

house and could provide initial development funding for the project, notwithstanding their need to 
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establish its operational requirements and security implications before a final decision is made. 

 
L B of Hounslow has been working towards London Borough of Culture status and we have supported the 

initiative throughout.  

 

• The Museum is recognised as the only visitor heritage location in the west of the Borough and the Council 

regard us as an important element in their plans. 

 

2.6  Alternative Attractions/ competition 

 

• Our surveys indicate that Kew Gardens, Hampton Court, London Museum of Water and Steam, 

are popular destinations; all are within easy distance for our existing and target audiences. 

• Further east – and for those using public transport – are The Science Museum, London 

Transport Museum, Tower of London and Tower Bridge.  

• To the west, Brooklands Museum and Legoland are popular. 

• There are only five places in Greater London to view working stationary steam engines; apart from 

London Museum of Water and Steam the others – Kempton, Crossness, Markfield and 

Walthamstow – have few opportunities to visit on non-steaming days. 

• Like London Museum of Water and Steam, we have a strongly family orientated attraction in the 

railway, which operates every steaming weekend, and on Sundays throughout the season. 

• However, we do not open officially on Sunday, although the railway encourages visitors to use the 

refreshment area. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This analysis leads us to recommend a planning framework for the next 

five years that will widen our appeal, grow our audiences, and 

improve the overall visitor experience. 
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3. Planning Framework: 

 

3.1. The building and outside spaces 

 

i. We will work with Thames Water on a project to transform the old boiler house, delivering 

improved access arrangements and a range of facilities including a welcome/ learning/ 

exhibition centre, toilets, and back office areas for archiving, volunteers etc. 

   (See Appendix A) 

ii. We must provide access for the less mobile as a priority: 

1. A passenger lift located in the loading bay has been identified as a viable solution 

iii. We must improve the male toilet facilities urgently and consider whether all facilities are   

sufficient for our growing audiences. We must introduce temporary male facilities until a 

permanent solution can be agreed. 

iv. We must improve the refreshment area (to be compliant with Environment Health standards) 

to provide a better range of offerings to satisfy a greater demand from a growing and wider 
audience profile, with greater numbers and longer dwell times. 

v. Improvements must provide for easier customer flows to reduce waiting times, and 

adequate seating space. 

vi. We should improve the foyer/sales area to provide a “first impressions count” welcoming 

experience. 

vii. We should consider moving the retail area to a “pop-up shop” in the engine house. 

viii. We should replace the existing crew/meeting rooms for volunteers with modular buildings; 

this will provide flexible spaces for the planned increase in volunteer work force and their 

needs. 

ix. We should engage with Thames Water and L.B. of Hounslow to ensure adequate parking 

facilities to cope with the growth in visitors arriving by motor transport. 

x. We should mark out spaces clearly and provide adequate disabled parking close to the 

Museum building. 

xi. We should work with our partners in the railway to ensure a regular team to supervise and 

marshal traffic and pedestrians in these spaces. 

xii. We must adopt rigorous control measures to ensure that nothing is done to damage or 

otherwise disturb the fabric of the building during routine maintenance and planned works, 

reconfiguration of the interior, when mounting displays or events, or during filming (not an 

exhaustive list) 

xiii. All volunteers, contractors and events personnel must be made aware of the dual status 

xiv. Scheduled Monument and Grade II*- protection that applies to both fabric of the building 

and artefacts, inside and out. 

xv. We should engage with L.B. of Hounslow and the Cultural Providers team to consider and 

encourage alternative travel arrangements: 

1. safe cycling and bike storage,  

2. heritage bus service connecting Feltham main line station to Kempton 

 

xvi. We should work with our partners on the railway to provide a rail spur to connect directly 

with Kempton Park station. 
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3.2   Audiences: 

 
We should differentiate the targeted programmes for our key audiences: 

 
i. Continue the excellent presentation and level of technical detail for enthusiasts, with up-dated displays 

and opportunities for up close engagement with our exhibits – and our knowledgeable 
volunteers. 

ii. encourage families and adults with wider social, economic and heritage interests through new, 
appealing, and informative interpretations of our rich storylines 

iii. attract a younger audience through focused activities (STEAM), displays and age appropriate tours and 
written guides 

iv. Make the Museum and railway appear seamless, with a single ticket covering both 

offerings and publish a clear and unambiguous pricing policy. 

v. Be clear about opening dates and events and publicise them widely in good time. 

vi. Be inventive and passionate in attracting and encouraging visitors (and   potential volunteers) from 

diverse groups that fully represent our communities, providing positive experiences for all. 

 

vii. Develop educational and community engagement programmes, using our unique setting, 

and our interpretations and exhibits as a basis for learning. 

 
 

3.3. Collection, interpretation and display 

 

i.  We must audit, document, and review all current artefacts and assets to nationally agreed heritage 

standards – Spectrum v.5 and ABTEM – to define policy and inform future maintenance, 

preservation, loan or disposal * 

ii. We must have due regard for the fabric of the building, in line with Historic England 

scheduling, and with its Grade II* listed status. * 

*Essential for obtaining Museum Accreditation 

iii.  We should establish a house style to standardise all presentations. 

iv. We should develop a differentiated set of exhibits, to reflect and target our identified  

audience groups. 

v.  We should develop alternative experiences for the less mobile, or visually & hearing- 

impaired visitors using interactive displays and virtual reality tours. 

vi.  We should limit the space available for additional and unrelated exhibits within the building and 

prioritise the Museum’s own interpretations and displays 

vii.  We need to resolve the tension between peripheral exhibits and making the most of the intrinsic 

impact of the building and the epic machinery housed within it – especially on steaming 

weekends. 
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3.4      Volunteers 

 

i.     We should be better at engaging with our current volunteers, including them more in long- 

term planning and governance. 

ii.     We should ensure that the activities they undertake are well planned and focused on the needs of 

the Museum as expressed in the business plan. 

iii.     We should encourage new volunteers with a wide range of skills (hard and soft) to join, making 

it clear that everyone is welcome; we should list the range and variety of activities and projects 

they  might like to be involved in, and be open to new ideas and initiatives they suggest. 

iv.      We should adopt a clear policy for induction, development, support and retention of all volunteers. 

v.     We should consider the L.B. of Hounslow Cultural Group’s proposal to “share” an 

externally funded volunteer co-ordinator. 

 
 

3.5    Sustainability 

 

i.  We must review the organisational and governance structures and change these if they are no 

longer appropriate or do not align with current Charity Commission and Companies Act 

legislation or Heritage sector best practice. 

ii.  We should ensure that we have robust procedures for succession planning at Board and Kempton 

Great Engines Society (KGES) level.  

iii.  We must address the relationship between KGET and Hampton & Kempton Waterworks Railway 

to better align the two Trusts and develop a unified organisation on a single site – Kempton 

Heritage Steam. 

iv.  We should actively work with Thames Water to improve and strengthen the relationship to ensure 

that this is effective and mutually beneficial 

v. We should undertake an Environment survey across the estate to reduce our impact, and work 

towards carbon neutrality.
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All aims will be delivered through a series of focussed projects, managed using SMART targets as illustrated below 
 

4. Objectives 

 
(These are the specific steps and/or actions to complete to achieve the strategic aims and expressed as 

SMART – Specific: Measurable: Attainable: Realistic: Time-related targets) 

 

The layout is included here as an example of how strategic aims should be broken down into manageable projects 

e.g. Introduction of interactive touchscreens 
 

 
 

Target Measure of success Resources allocated Timescales Responsible for co- 

ordination 

Project: To develop new interpretation displays 

Install and program 

interactive information 

stations: 

All visitors more engaged in 

understanding exhibits – 

visitor surveys 

6 stations – £8000. 

Set up and maintenance. 

time 

Dec 2020 

Dec 2020 

Martin Wicks 
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Appendix A 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Boiler House Project: 

Proposal  

 
 

 
Author: Stephen Fielding Date: 01/05/20 
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Introduction: 
 

This proposal forms part of the Business Plan 2021-26 and outlines Kempton Great Engines 

Trust’s ambition to repurpose the adjacent Kempton Park boiler house, currently used by 

Thames Water, for use by Kempton Steam Museum.  

Acquisition of this space would reconnect an integral part of building which once housed the 

steam raising plant that powered the mighty steam engines preserved by the trust.  

The boiler house would provide invaluable space for further exhibits, archive storage, 

education spaces, meeting rooms, restaurant, toilets and improve accessibility. 

 Bricked-up doorways are all that separates the museum from the boiler house; opening them 

up would make movement between the two seamless for visitors.  

The following provides historical context and the aims of this project in greater detail. 

 

 

The story of Kempton Great Engines Trust so far: 
 

The Kempton Great Engines Trust was established in 1995 to preserve the unique 1920s 

pumping engines at Kempton Park Pumping Station. In 2000 the ‘Sir William Prescott 

Engine’ was returned to steam for the first time since 1980. Two years later, Kempton Steam 

Museum was officially opened by the Prince of Wales. 

 

Since opening, Kempton Steam Museum has welcomed thousands of visitors, showcasing the 

industrial splendour of the Triple House and its original contents.  

 

As the museum has developed over the last two decades, the number of visitors has 

continued to rise.  

 

Parts of the building have been gradually freed by replacing operational areas with visitor 

attractions but we have now exhausted the space available.  

 

In this limited space, we have to fit a refreshment area, seating area, archive, office space, 

exhibition space and areas to showcase the museum collection and interpretation.  

 

The areas occupied by several of these activities are not fit for purpose and greatly detract 

from the splendour and atmosphere of the engine house.  

 

In order to grow the museum without further destroying its originality and impact and to 

ensure the collection is well safeguarded and displayed for visitors to enjoy, additional space 

needs to be found. 

 

Our ability to cater for the number of visitors we receive is falling short. The toilets are 

inadequate to cope with the volumes of people and owing to ongoing technical issues, 

accessibility for those less able to walk up the entrance stairs is currently unavailable. 

 

To ensure that we provide a welcoming and comfortable environment for our visitors we 

need to look for alternative arrangements. The old boiler house would more than fulfil this 

need. 
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Historical context of the boiler house: 
 

The engine and boiler house were constructed as one entity between 1926 and 1929 to 

dramatically increase the supply of fresh water to London. 

 

 Inside the boiler house were a bank of coal fired boilers made by Babcock & Wilcox and 

John Thompson.  

 

These units were cutting edge for their time and supplied steam to the new triple expansion 

engines and turbines in the building next door.  

 

The boilers along with the engines continued to function until 1980 when the Kempton site 

switched to electricity.  

 

The boilers remained in situ until they were scrapped in 1993.  

 

They were replaced with a carbon reactivation plant by Thames Water which was operated 

up until the last decade. 
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Area described: 
 

 
 

Key: Blue outline marks current boundary of Kempton Steam Museum 
Red marks the outline of the boiler house 
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Proposal 
 

If the old boiler house becomes available, the additional building would not only solve 

all of Kempton Steam Museum’s current space issues but also reconnect highly 

significant parts of the site’s history.  

 

The building could provide: 

 

1. Ground level access via the numerous doors at both ends of the building ensuring a safer 

means of entering and exiting the museum, 

 

2. An internal lift providing access to the main floor of the engine house via the surviving 

connecting doors, 

 

3. Education facilities and classroom spaces to greatly increase the appeal to local schools and 

educational establishments, allowing the history of Kempton and the science behind Thames 

Water’s meaning of supplying clean water to be told through STEAM related activities 

following National Curriculum guidelines, 

 

4. Archive space consisting of a strong room which would provide Spectrum compliant storage 

and meet the requirements of Arts Council England accreditation to safely store the 

museum’s drawing and artefact collection, 

 

5. Area to provide an immersive experience to educate and entertain our visitors with interactive 

displays, large scale models, cinema and audio-visual interpretation on several floors, 

 

6. Volunteer mess room facilities to maintain the strong social community and to ensure the 

continued wellbeing of the people that make the museum function, 

 

7. Gift Shop to give visitors something to take away with them and to provide an effective 

means of raising income for the trust, 

 

8. Catering facilities fully compliant with current hygiene regulations to provide hot & cold 

food in a setting with ample tables and seating areas, 

 

9. Meeting space and conference areas for internal use and to hire out to third party 

organisations and institutions for added revenue and networking opportunities, 

 

10. Exhibition space to allow for temporary exhibitions covering water related topics, or local 

interests to increase community engagement and involvement, and to raise awareness to the 

effects that climate changes have on water resources, 

 

11. Workshop facilities to ensure the mechanical collections at Kempton are maintained to the 

highest standards with the ability to train engineering apprentices, thereby maintaining the 

collection for future generations, 

 

12. Restore aspects of the boiler house to its original operational state with a replica of an 

original boiler utilising the many surviving artefacts and components, 

 

13. Store and showcase other artefacts with historical or educational value, currently held by 

Thames Water, to ensure they are safe and enjoyed by the general public, 
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14. Conserve the engine house which remains largely unchanged since it was 

constructed. The boiler house provides a blank canvas which could be engineered to 

suit the needs of the museum, allowing the triple house to be decluttered and 

returned to its glorious pre- decommissioned state. 
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Floor levels and access way 

 
 

 
There are three interconnecting doorways between the engine and boiler house (marked 

green, red & blue). One on the engine house main floor and two at ram floor level. There are 

a further three doorways in the boiler house at ground level which link to the outside. A lift 

shaft could run from the boiler house basement up through the ground, mezzanine and any 

higher floors. 

 

N.B Headroom between ground floor level and the boiler house mezzanine is ten feet. Stairs 

from the mezzanine would lead down to the ground floor level. 
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Access ways between Engine House and Boiler House 
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Boiler plant during final decade of operation 

Boiler house in 1993 after removal of original boiler plant, with JCB. 
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